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The Flipped Classroom – 6 Must Read Articles

As instructors implement the flipped classroom with their students, enthusiasm for this learner-

centered [http://acrobatiq.com/what-is-learner-centered/] strategy grows. Learn more about the

flipped classroom from these sources:

History Of The Flipped Classroom

Flipped Learning Founders Set the Record Straight

December 2, 2015 / 0 Comments / in Higher Education, Higher Education Strategy, Worth Reading

(Weekly) / by Rochelle Diogenes
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[https://thejournal.com/articles/2012/06/20/flipped-learning-founders-q-and-a.aspx]  by Stephen

Noono

In this interview with Jonathan Bergmann and Aaron Sams, the high school teachers credited with

originating the flipped classroom, they discuss how it all began. In 2007, inspired by new

recording software, they decided to make lecture videos for students to view at home. In essence,

they “flipped” the classroom: students learned  new material at home, then did their “homework”

or practice in class.

According to Bergmann and Sams, “it’s not just about the videos.” The flipped classroom is more

about the activity-based learning taking place face-to-face with students in class. In this interview,

they discuss how their ideas have changed as they’ve used this model.

The Flipped Classroom In Higher Education

The Flipped Classroom, Webinar [https://www.insidehighered.com/audio/2014/05/08/flipped-

classroom]   by Scott Jaschik and Doug Lederman

Inside Higher Ed editors Jaschik and Lederman, lead a webinar on the basics of the flipped

classroom. They comment on the use of data analytics [http://acrobatiq.com/products/smart-

authoring/] courseware  in the flipped classroom and the difference between the flipped

classroom and blended learning [http://acrobatiq.com/thumbs-up-for-blended-learning/] .

What Is the Flipped Classroom?

[http://static1.squarespace.com/static/544feff8e4b07d7d1dccbc98/t/55df4217e4b071de6e695d76/1440694807125/Flipped+Classroom.pdf]

See the University of Washington’s brief illustrated outline of how to start using the flipped

strategy.

Where Flipped Learning Research Is Going

[https://campustechnology.com/Articles/2015/04/15/Where-Flipped-Learning-Research-Is-

Going.aspx?Page=1]   by David Raths

Raths discusses the challenges of testing the efficacy of flipped learning. A lot of the research is

informal with professors setting up one class as flipped and another as a control group. And

there’s debate about the criteria used to compare them. Thomas Mennella, Bay Path University, is

looking not only at test scores but the quality of instruction. He’s found that students in the

flipped classroom learn in more depth than those in traditional settings.

Experiencing The Flipped Classroom

Three Evolving Thoughts about Flipped Learning

[http://chronicle.com/blognetwork/castingoutnines/2015/01/22/three-evolving-thoughts-about-

flipped-learning/]   by Robert Talbert

Early supporters of the flipped classroom emphasized how the classroom lecture
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[http://acrobatiq.com/is-there-a-lecture-learning-gap/]  isn’t an effective way of teaching. An early

adopter of the flipped model, Robert Talbert at Grand Valley State University, has found that a

short targeted lecture inviting discussion can still be helpful when students are engaged with in-

class activities. He writes about how out-of-class study doesn’t have to be about mastery as early

advocates proposed. Rather, the videos can make an even greater impact by motivating students

to ask meaningful questions when they come into class. Mini-lectures as discussion starters can

be very effective in helping students find the answers to their questions.

How Did I Get Here? [http://www.flipteaching.org/grade/higher-ed/how-did-i-get-here/]  by Teresa

Collins

Collins, who teaches at Tiffin University, was flipping her writing class before she even heard of

Bergmann and Sams. This method helped her students fulfill course requirements in a more

consistent way. She also writes that they have a more positive attituded towards the subject and

are more willing participants in class.

Tags: blended learning, flipped classroom, learner-centered, lecture videos
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